ONE-TIME-PASSWORD APPLICATION FORM (Corporate)

This is a strong security feature - Please fill in and return to your Relationship Manager.
All fields below are mandatory.
Full Name of User:

Date:

/

/

Username – Internet Banking:
Account Name:
One-Time-Password for Login will be sent by:

SMS

Email

*

Both

*

One-Time-Password for Transaction will be sent by:

SMS

Email

*

Both

*

The OTPs will be sent to the persons, and by the means, set out in the table below (as updated by the Customer and accepted by
the Bank from to time). The persons named in this table (as updated) are authorised to act on behalf of the customer in accordance
with this Application.
For customer security reasons, the Bank recommends that OTPs only be transmitted by SMS to the Customer’s mobile number held
on the Bank’s records. If for any reason, the Customer should opt for OTPs to be transmitted to the Customer’s e-mail address,
whether in addition to, or instead of SMS OTPs, the Customer’s attention is drawn to clause 12 of the attached Terms and
Conditions.
Registration for the One-Time-Password facility is compulsory for your internet banking services, both for logging in and for
effecting transactions.
We understand that it is a unique and time-sensitive password used as added security on internet banking. The password does not
replace the password we use to log on to internet banking, but provides an additional layer of security.
We understand that a One-Time-Password will be sent to us in accordance with our instructions above and will be valid for a single
use. Once we have used the password for an internet banking session, we cannot use it again.
In case of loss of mobile, or change of mobile number or inaccessibility of email, the internet banking platform will not allow us to
make any transactions. To revive the transaction, we will have to inform the Bank of our new mobile number and/or e-mail address.
We confirm that the information in this Application is true and correct and we agree to be responsible for all transactions through
the internet banking services. We confirm having read and understood all the rules relating to the Bank’s internet banking services,
including the User Agreement, the Bank’s General Terms and Conditions (both accessible through the Bank’s website) and the
attached terms and conditions.

Name:

Authorised Signatory:

Signature Verified

FOR BANK USE ONLY
CIF:

Signature:

Input by:
Authorised by:

Signature:
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USERNAME
GROUP

NAME

(Min 6
alpha-numeric
characters)

ACCESS
RIGHTS
(View /
Initiate /
Authorise)

ACC. NO/S.

MODE OF
AUTHORISATION
(Single /
Dual /
None)

EMAIL

MOBILE NO.

(including country
and area codes)

Tel: (230) 208 5500 | afrasia@afrasiabank.com | www.afrasiabank.com | Mauritius - South Africa

OTP
VIA
SMS

OTP
VIA
EMAIL**

(Please tick
(Please tick
as applicable) as applicable)

TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. The registration, activation or use of the One Time Password (OTP) by the Customer will constitute conclusive evidence of the Customer's
acceptance to these Terms and Conditions.
2. The OTP is a unique and time-sensitive password used as added security on Internet banking. The OTP does not replace the password (PIN) the
Customer uses to log on to Internet banking but provides an additional layer of security. The OTP facility is a service provided by the Bank to its
customers to protect the use of Internet banking by the Customer by requiring the Customer to verify his/her identity using an OTP. The OTP will
be transmitted to the Customer’s contact details held by the Bank for such purpose. The purpose of the OTP facility is to protect the Bank’s
customers, including the Customer, by reducing the risks of unauthorised account access, identity theft and fraud.
3. The Bank reserves the right to modify or suspend, temporarily or permanently, the OTP, with respect to the Customer or all its customers, with
or without notice, where the Bank considers it necessary or advisable to do so, including when the Bank suspects breach of security, or when the
Bank has reasonable grounds to suspect that the Customer’s registration data is inaccurate, incomplete, or when the Bank needs to suspend the
OTP facility for maintenance or other reasons. Any transactions conducted using the OTP facility prior to its suspension will remain valid and the
Customer will continue to be bound by these Terms and Conditions in respect of such transactions.
4. Activation - The Customer must comply with any activation procedures that the Bank may from time to time prescribe in order to use the OTP
facility.
5. Accuracy of information - The Customer must promptly update his/her contact details, to keep them accurate, and complete, and upon
request provide such additional contact details to the Bank as the Bank sees fit.
6. After the registration and activation of the OTP facility, the Customer will be provided with an OTP when effecting an internet banking
transaction. If the Customer is unable to insert the OTP provided by the Bank, within the prescribed period of time, or if the authentication through
the OTP facility otherwise fails, the Customer will not be able to effect any transaction.
7. Internet Banking Session Timeout – To protect customer information when using Internet banking, the Bank will require the Customer to
choose a session timeout duration. If the Customer is idle during a time period greater than that duration, the Customer will be logged out of the
internet banking portal automatically. The session timeout duration is chosen by the Customer. The Customer assumes all risks associated with
his/her selection.
8. The Customer may be late in receiving or may be unable to receive the OTP due to the various reasons, including the following:
•
issues with mobile or other electronic device (including loss of device);
•
issues with mobile or internet network or service provider; or
•
change in contact details without having informed the Bank.
The Bank is not liable for any service charge levied by a mobile or internet service provider in connection with the OTP or for any issue with the
mobile or internet network or service provider.
The OTP will only be sent to the Customer’s contact details registered with the Bank for such purpose.
9. Customer security duty – The Customer agrees and undertakes to act prudently and in good faith when using the OTP facility. The Customer
will be solely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of the OTP and for any transaction involving the use of the OTP facility. The Customer
must not disclose to any other person or otherwise permit or enable any other person to obtain any OTP.
10. The Customer must immediately notify the Bank of any suspected or actual unauthorized use of his/her OTP.
11. Liabilities and obligations of Customer - The Bank will not be liable for any loss, damage, interruption, delay or non-performance arising out
of the Customer’s use of the OTP facility or any delay or non-delivery of an OTP, and the Customer agrees to indemnify the Bank in each of these
instances. The Customer will be liable for all transactions conducted through Internet banking, with/without the OTP, and whether such OTP was
transmitted to the Customer via email or SMS. The Customer is fully liable for all claims, losses and consequences arising out of or in connection
with the use of the OTP facility. The Customer confirms that it has taken full responsibility and assumes all liability for fraud, identity theft or
unauthorized account access in connection with the OTP facility and the Bank’s internet banking services generally.
12. The Customer agrees that the Bank may use, hold, store and/or process, by computer or otherwise, in any location whatsoever, any
information given by the Customer in dealings with the Bank, or obtained by the Bank in connection with the OTP and any information relating to
the Customer’s accounts. The Bank will disclose data only if the Bank has obtained the prior written consent of the Customer, or has a right or
duty to disclose.
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